Executive summary continued
To address these challenges, Insourcing Innovation uses a structured formula
called TRIZ – a Russian Acronym that, when translated, means the “theory of
inventive problem solving.”
Using TRIZ, an organization can:
1.

Grow innovative capability from within.

2.

Innovate pervasively, not sporadically.

3.

Drive innovation with measurable project ROI.

Grow innovation capability from within.
Many companies look outside for innovation assistance and either hire innovative talent or
farm the job of innovation out to a firm. The natural tendency in either case is to reach
outside the company’s bounds to find agents who can bring about fundamental change or
reinvention.
On the strategic front, corporations sometimes bring in a new CEO from a different industry
hoping that the new CEO will bring a new model that will drive strategic innovation. On the
technical front, organizations hire in talented scientists and engineers to make breakthroughs
at the product and service level. Purchasing talent from the outside is really a disguised form
of outsourcing. While outsourcing is sometimes beneficial and preferred, it usually isn’t when
it comes to core competencies.
Insourcing Innovation says that innovation is a core competency, and
demonstrates why it’s generally best to grow innovative capability within, not bolt
it on from the outside. It also demonstrates that, when you do outsource R&D to a firm,
its engineers and scientists may not be as capable as you think.

Innovate pervasively, not sporadically.
Organizations tend to think about innovation in terms of periodic product and service
breakthroughs, and this is reflected by their practices. Many companies have no structured
system within which everyone can innovate in all parts of the organization.
While all CEOs recognize the importance of innovation, the reality is that many don’t have a
structured system for making it happen as frequently and widely as they could. Having a
technology roadmap and a new product development plan is helpful, but how do you
perpetually innovate all your processes and functions?
Insourcing Innovation provides the methodology and roadmap needed for creating
a base of internal innovation capability, which can expand organically and costeffectively. As the structured innovation methodology takes hold, more people in more
functions become innovation-capable, thereby reducing the cost of innovating.

Drive innovation with measurable project ROI.
Most good organizations track the benefits versus costs of R&D – at least on some level to
some degree. Typically, tracking categories revolves around the accounting system, which
doesn’t afford any project-by-project innovation control.
Former GE CEO Jack Welch once said that the hardest thing to do is to get at the control
function of a corporation. He cited Six Sigma as a great tool for doing that, especially when it
came to control over operational processes. But as organizations stare down the innovation
pipeline, what do they see? Where is the visibility and control?
Insourcing Innovation shows how organizations can define, scope, track and tollgate individual innovation projects, much the same way they use the Six Sigma
roadmap (DMAIC) to manage the ROI of improvement projects. With project-level
ROI visibility and control, any organization can find its way to pervasive innovation without
losing money.
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Executive summary continued
All salt-worthy executives know that the name of the game is reinvention, and
those who play best win. What many don’t realize is that they can play the game a
lot better, and improve their company’s performance by growing a culture of
innovators from within, not by continuing to acquire innovation resources from
without. If pervasive innovation is what you want, there’s only one way to get it:
insource it, and make it part of everyone’s job.
Insourcing Innovation provides a straightforward depiction of why
leading organizations are making innovation more systematic and
structured. The book also presents detailed case study material that illustrates
the application and value of TRIZ, in industries from healthcare to space
exploration. Here is a part-by-part breakdown:
•

Part One provides a simple framework for thinking about business excellence,
a rationale for implementing structured innovation, a historical context for
understanding management methods and a viewpoint of TRIZ as a world-class
method for achieving perpetual innovation with existing resources.

•

Part Two covers the tactical aspects of TRIZ, with a central focus on the TRIZ
methodology (DMASI) and its primary constructs, techniques and components.
Part two also provides several implementation case examples, including an indepth breakdown of how TRIZ was used to create an innovative self-heating
beverage container.

•

Part Three transitions from the tactical to the strategic aspects of structured
innovation (TRIZ), which teach us that no single innovation can stand alone.
All tap into one or more of eight evolutionary forces to become what they are.
Part three describes these forces along with current anecdotes and examples.

•

Part Four discusses how structured innovation is part of the larger system of
business excellence. It shows how other key aspects of business excellence
enable structured innovation, and at the same time are enabled by structured
innovation. Part four looks at these aspects and shows how they’re related.
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